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GEOMETRIC INEQUALITIES FOR ANTI-BLOCKING BODIES
SHIRI ARTSTEIN-AVIDAN, SHAY SADOVSKY, AND RAMAN SANYAL
Abstract. We study the class of (locally) anti-blocking bodies as well as some associated
classes of convex bodies. For these bodies, we prove geometric inequalities regarding vol-
umes and mixed volumes, including Godberson’s conjecture, near-optimal bounds on Mahler
volumes, Saint-Raymond-type inequalities on mixed volumes, and reverse Kleitman inequal-
ities for mixed volumes. We apply our results to the combinatorics of posets and prove
Sidorenko-type inequalities for linear extensions of pairs of 2-dimensional posets.
The results rely on some elegant decompositions of differences of anti-blocking bodies,
which turn out to hold for anti-blocking bodies with respect to general polyhedral cones.
1. Introduction and results
A convex body K ⊆ Rn is called 1-unconditional if (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ K implies that the
points (±x1, . . . ,±xn) also belong to K. Clearly such a body is determined by its subset
K+ := K ∩ Rn+, which is itself a convex set of a special kind, called an “anti-blocking
body” [17, 18] or a “convex corner” [8]. A convex body K ⊂ Rn+ is called anti-blocking if
for all y ∈ K and x ∈ Rn+ with xi ≤ yi for all i = 1, . . . , n, it holds that x ∈ K. It is clear
that 1-unconditional bodies and anti-blocking bodies are in one-to-one correspondence.
The class of locally anti-blocking bodies is defined to be those bodies in Rn such that all of
their orthants are anti-blocking. More formally, for σ ∈ {−1, 1}n and S ⊆ Rn let us write
σS = {(σ1x1, . . . , σnxn) : x ∈ S}. We define a convex body K ⊆ Rn to be locally anti-
blocking if (σK)∩Rn+ is anti-blocking for all σ ∈ {−1, 1}n. In particular, the distinct bodies
Kσ := K ∩ σRn+ form a dissection of K. That is, K =
⋃
σKσ and the Kσ have disjoint
interiors. By definition, 1-unconditional convex bodies are precisely the locally anti-blocking
bodies with σKσ = K+ for all σ.
In this paper we will investigate the structure of locally anti-blocking bodies and use it to
show various volume and mixed volume inequalities for this class of bodies. As we shall
explain in Section 2, this class is closed under convex hull, intersections, Minkowski addition,
and polarity. The dissection presented yields good descriptions of their (mixed) volumes. We
will prove some well-known conjectures for this special class of convex bodies. Two specific
instances of locally anti-blocking bodies which shall play a central role in this paper are the
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following: Let K1, K2 ⊂ Rn+ be anti-blocking bodies. Then
(1) K1 −K2 = {p1 − p2 : p1 ∈ K1, p2 ∈ K2} and K1 ∨ (−K2) := conv(K1 ∪ −K2)
are locally anti-blocking bodies. These constructions have occurred in the context of geo-
metric combinatorics; see [13] and references therein. We shall also use anti-blocking bodies
to build the so-called C-bodies, which arose in works of Rogers and Shephard, and which are
themselves not locally-anti-blocking but share some of their structural properties.
1.1. Godberson conjecture. A natural way to construct a centrally-symmetric convex
body from an arbitrary convex body K is by its difference body, K − K. The volume of
the difference body was studied by Rogers and Shephard in [30], and bounded from above
by
(
2n
n
)
Vol(K) with equality only for simplices. The volume of the difference body may also
be interpreted in terms of mixed volumes of K and −K. The mixed volume, introduced by
Minkowski, is a non-negative symmetric function V defined on n-tuples of convex bodies in
R
n that satisfies
(2) Voln(λ1K1 + · · ·+ λnKn) =
n∑
i1,...,in=1
λi1 · · ·λinV (Ki1 , . . . , Kin).
for any convex bodies K1, . . . , Kn ⊂ Rn and λ1, . . . , λn ≥ 0; see [34] for more on this. We call
V (K1, . . . , Kn) the mixed volume of K1, . . . , Kn. We write V (K[j], T [n− j]) to denote the
mixed volume of two bodies K and T , where K appears j times and T appears n− j times.
In light of the description of mixed volumes, we may restate Rogers and Shephard’s result
as follows:
Vol(K −K) =
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
V (K[j],−K[n− j]) ≤
∑(n
j
)2
Vol(K) =
(
2n
n
)
Vol(K).
Godbersen conjectured that the inequality is in fact term-by-term:
Conjecture 1 (Godberson [20]). For any convex body K ⊆ Rn and 0 < j < n
(3) V (K[j],−K[n− j]) ≤
(
n
j
)
Vol(K).
Equality holds if and only if K is a simplex.
Despite many efforts, the best known bound for V (K[j],−K[n−j]) to date is nn
jj(n−j)(n−j)
Vol(K),
differing from the conjectured bound by up to
√
n, see [3] and [2]. The conjecture in full is
known only for very specific classes of bodies such as bodies of constant width [20]. Our first
result is that for anti-blocking bodies, the conjecture holds.
Theorem 1.1. Anti-blocking bodies satisfy Godberson’s conjecture.
The proof for the theorem makes use of the fact that the difference bodies of anti-blocking
bodies are locally anti-blocking and is explained in Section 3. Among anti-blocking bodies,
the only equality case is indeed the simplex. Coupled with the fact that the only anti-
blocking bodies with a center of symmetry are axes-parallel boxes, we get that the quantity
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Vol(K)/V (K[j],−K[n− j]) serves as a measure of symmetry in the sense of Gru¨nbaum [21]
for the class of anti-blocking bodies.
1.2. Mahler conjecture. Another family of results we discuss revolves around Mahler’s
conjecture for centrally-symmetric bodies. We let K◦ denote the polar (or dual) of a convex
body K
K◦ = {y ∈ Rn : 〈x, y〉 ≤ 1 for all x ∈ K}.
A long standing open problem in convex geometry is to bound tightly from below the volume
product Vol(K)Vol(K◦) (sometimes called the Santalo´ or Mahler volume) of a convex body
K containing the origin in its interior. This quantity, which is a linear invariant, has many
different interpretations, see e.g. [4, 10]. In the general case, where no central symmetry is
assumed, one usually assumes that K is centered, namely that the center of mass of K is
at the origin (it is easy to check that the center of mass of K◦ is the origin, if one takes the
infimum of the volume product over translations of K). The Mahler volume of a centered
convex body is bounded from above by Vol(Bn2 )
2 [7, 33], and is conjectured to be bounded
from below by its value on a regular simplex (in the general case) and by its value on a cube
(in the centrally-symmetric case). We will be concerned with the latter, which can be written
as
Conjecture 2 (Mahler Conjecture for centrally-symmetric bodies). If K ⊆ Rn is a centrally-
symmetric convex body with non-empty interior then
(4) Vol(K) · Vol(K◦) ≥ 4
n
n!
.
Mahler’s conjecture is known to hold in dimensions n ≤ 3, see [23] and [15]. It is also known
to hold for specific classes of bodies, for example for zonotopes [28].
Saint-Raymond [32] proved Mahler’s conjecture for 1-unconditional convex bodies, essentially
by proving the equivalent form for anti-blocking bodies. For K ⊆ Rn anti-blocking, define
(5) AK := {y ∈ Rn+ : 〈y, x〉 ≤ 1 for all x ∈ K} .
It is easy to see that AK is again anti-blocking and A(AK) = K. Saint-Raymond proved
that if K is a full-dimensional anti-blocking body, then
(6) Vol(K) · Vol(AK) ≥ 1
n!
.
If K is 1-unconditional, then (K◦)+ = AK+ and Vol(K) = 2
nVol(K+). It is not hard to
check that Saint-Raymond’s result implies that Conjecture 2 in fact holds for the larger class
of locally anti-blocking bodies, and without central symmetry assumption; cf. Corollary 4.2
It turns out that considering anti-blocking bodies instead of 1-unconditional ones, gives rise
to a strengthening of Saint-Raymond’s inequality which was not observed before:
Theorem 1.2 (Saint-Raymond-type inequality for Mixed Volumes). For 0 ≤ j ≤ n, let
K ⊂ Rn+ be anti-blocking, then
(7) V (K[j],−K[n− j]) · V (AK[j],−AK[n − j]) ≥ 1
j!(n− j)! .
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Moreover, for K, T ⊆ Rn+ anti-blocking,
(8) V (K[j],−T [n− j]) · V (AK[j],−AT [n− j]) ≥ 1
j!(n− j)! .
In even higher generality, let K1, . . . , Kj, T1, . . . , Tn−j ⊂ Rn+ be anti-blocking bodies. Then,
(9) V (K1, . . . , Kj,−T1, · · · − Tn−j) · V (AK1, . . . AKj,−AT1, · · · − ATn−j) ≥ 1
j!(n− j)! .
Our second result in the direction of Mahler’s conjecture has to do with another special
class of bodies. In [31], Rogers and Shephard introduced a centrally symmetric convex body
associated to every convex body K ⊆ Rn, named the C-body of K,
C(K) := conv(K × {1} ∪ −K × {−1}) ⊂ Rn+1 .
We shall refer to K as the base of C(K). Although probably by coincidence, the name
C-body is suitable, as the construction coincides with the Cayley construction of K and −K;
see [14].
With our understanding of anti-blocking bodies, we prove a lower bound on the Mahler
volume of C-bodies with an anti-blocking base K, which differs from the conjectured bound
by a factor of order
√
n
−1
. Let us mention that proving Mahler’s Conjecture 2 for all C-
bodies implies the conjecture for all convex bodies. Also, the class of C-bodies of anti-blocking
bodies includes linear images of both the cube and its dual, the crosspolytopes. We show
Vol(C(K)) ·Vol(C(K)◦) ≥
√
2πn
n + 1
· 4
n+1
(n+ 1)!
.
In fact we will show this lower bound for the Mahler product of bodies in a somewhat
wider class of bodies. Given an anti-blocking body K ⊆ Rn+, define a 1-parameter family of
centrally-symmetric body in Rn+1, for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, by
Cλ(K) := conv(K × {λ} ∪ −K × {−λ} ∪ [−en+1, en+1]) ⊂ Rn+1 ,
where en+1 = (0, . . . , 0, 1). Note that when λ = 0 the body is locally anti-blocking, so it
must satisfy Mahler’s conjecture. For λ = 1, the body C1(K) = C(K).
Theorem 1.3. If K ⊆ Rn+ is anti-blocking, then
Vol(Cλ(K)) · Vol(Cλ(K)◦) ≥
√
2πn
n + 1
· 4
n+1
(n + 1)!
for all 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
We show that the volume of Cλ(K) is independent of λ. The result then follows from the
convexity of reciprocals of volumes of dual bodies along shadow systems and the following
interesting inequality.
Proposition 1.4. For a full-dimensional anti-blocking K ⊆ Rn+ we have
Vol(K ∨ −K) · Vol(AK ∨ −AK) ≥ 1
n!
(
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
) 1
2
)2
.
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1.3. Reverse Kleitman inequalities. Our final volume inequality is in a somewhat op-
posite direction – we bound a Godbersen-type quantity of mixed volumes from below. For
V (K[j],−K[n − j]) the lower bound Vol(K) is trivial by the Brunn-Minkowski inequal-
ity and its consequences. When −K is replaced by −T , we may replace the bound by
Vol(K)j/nVol(T )(n−j)/n. When in addition both bodies are anti-blocking, a stronger inequal-
ity of this form holds, and we show the following inequality, which is motivated by the Reverse
Kleitman inequality of Bolloba´s, Leader, and Radcliffe [8]:
Theorem 1.5. Given two anti-blocking bodies, K, T ⊆ Rn+,
V (K[j], T [n− j]) ≤ V (K[j],−T [n− j]).
In particular,
Vol(K + T ) ≤ Vol(K − T ).
1.4. Linear extensions. In Section 6 we apply our geometric inequalities to the study of
linear extensions of partially ordered sets. Sidorenko [37] and later Bolloba´s, Brightwell,
Sidorenko [9] established a negative correlation result for linear extensions of 2-dimensional
posets. We generalize their results to 2-dimensional double posets that gives a refined (mixed)
Sidorenko inequality for 2-dimensional posets.
1.5. C-anti-blocking bodies. An important ingredient in many of our proves is the follow-
ing decomposition for anti-blocking bodies K,K ′ ⊂ Rn+
(10) K −K ′ =
⋃
E
PEK × PE⊥(−K ′)
where K ranges over all coordinate subspaces and PE and PE⊥ are orthogonal projections
onto E and E⊥, respectively. The geometry of anti-blocking bodies is intimately tied to the
convex cone Rn+. In Section 7, we develop the basics of C-anti-blocking bodies, where C is
a general polyhedral and pointed cone and prove a generalization of (10).
Acknowledgements. The collaboration leading to this manuscript started while the authors
were in residence at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley, California,
during the fall semester of 2017. The first two authors participated in the program “Geo-
metric Functional Analysis and Applications” and the third named author in the program
“Geometric and Topological Combinatorics”, which were, luckily, carried out in parallel.
The first and second named authors received funding from the European Research Council
(ERC) under the European Unions Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant
agreement No 770127).
2. Anti-blocking and locally anti-blocking bodies
2.1. Anti-blocking bodies. Define a partial order on Rn by
x ≤ y if and only if xi ≤ yi for all i = 1, . . . , n .
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A set S ⊆ Rn is called order-convex if for any y, x ∈ S and z ∈ Rn with y ≤ z ≤ x,
we have z ∈ S. A convex body K ⊂ Rn+ is called anti-blocking if K is order-convex and
0 ∈ K. Fulkerson [17,18] studied anti-blocking polytopes in the context of combinatorial op-
timization. The name is derived from the notion of (anti-)blocking in hereditary set systems.
These polytopes have been discovered in various contexts and are sometimes called convex
corners (cf. [8]). As explained in the introduction, they are in one-to-one correspondence
with 1-unconditional convex bodies. Figure 1 shows some three-dimensional examples.
Let Gcn denote the collection of coordinate subspaces in Rn. ForE ∈ Gcn, we write PE : Rn → E
for the orthogonal projection onto E. Anti-blocking convex bodies can be equivalently defined
as those convex bodies K ⊆ Rn+ for which
PEK = K ∩ E
holds for all E ∈ Gcn.
Proposition 2.1. Let K1, K2 ⊆ Rn+ be anti-blocking bodies. Then K1 ∩ K2, K1 ∨ K2, and
K1 +K2 are anti-blocking bodies.
Proof. We note
PE(K1 +K2) = PEK1 + PEK2 = (E ∩K1) + (E ∩K2) = E ∩ (K1 +K2) ,
where the last equality follows from the fact K1 ∩ E and K2 ∩ E are faces. The claim for
K1 ∩K2 is clear and the argument for K1 ∨K2 is similar. 
Figure 1. Three examples of anti-blocking bodies in R3 – a right-angled simplex, a
cube and an intersection of the ball with the orthant, B32 ∩ R3+.
2.2. Locally anti-blocking bodies. Recall that for σ ∈ {−1, 1}n and S ⊆ Rn, we write
σS = {(σ1x1, . . . , σnxn) : x ∈ S}. We write Rnσ := σRn+ and we set Sσ := S ∩Rnσ. For any set
S this gives a decomposition
S =
⋃
σ
Sσ ,
where Sσ ∩ Sσ′ is of measure zero whenever σ 6= σ′. We say that a convex body K ⊆ Rn
is locally anti-blocking if σKσ is anti-blocking for every σ ∈ {−1, 1}n. Note that K is
1-unconditional if and only if Kσ = σK+ for all σ, where K+ := K ∩ Rn+.
Lemma 2.2. Let K,K ′ ⊆ Rn be locally anti-blocking bodies. Then K ∩ K ′, K ∨ K ′, and
K +K ′ are locally anti-blocking as well.
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Proof. The statement for K ∩K ′ is clear. To show that
K +K ′ =
⋃
σ
Kσ +K
′
σ
note that Kσ +K
′
σ ⊆ K +K ′ for all σ ∈ {−1, 1}n. To show the other inclusion, pick y ∈ K
and y′ ∈ K ′. We would like to find an orthant τ ∈ {−1, 1}n and x ∈ Kτ , x ∈ K ′τ , with
x + x′ = y + y′. To this end, identify first σ, σ′ ∈ {−1, 1}n such that σy, σ′y′ ∈ Rn+, and
set I(y, y′) := {i : yiy′i < 0}. We let xi = yi, x′i = y′i, for i 6∈ I(y, y′). For i ∈ I(y, y′) we
distinguish two cases, if (σy)i > (σ
′y′)i, we let xi = yi + y
′
i and x
′
i = 0, and otherwise we let
xi = 0 and x
′
i = yi + y
′
i.
Clearly the new vectors x, x′ satisfy that they are in a single orthant (as we have changed
one of the coordinates to 0 in the orthants where the original vectors differed) and, by
construction, they satisfy x+x′ = y+y′. Finally, since K+ and K
′
+ are locally anti-blocking,
and we made sure that 0 ≤ σx ≤ σy and 0 ≤ σ′x′ ≤ σ′y′, we get that x ∈ K and x′ ∈ K ′,
which proves the claim.
To prove the statement for the convex hull K ∨K ′, note that
K ∨K ′ =
⋃
0≤λ≤1
λK + (1− λ)K ′ =
⋃
0≤λ≤1
⋃
σ
λKσ + (1− λ)K ′σ =
⋃
σ
Kσ ∨K ′σ ,
where the second equality follows from the statement about Minkowski sums. 
Recall that for a convex body K ⊆ Rn, its polar is defined as
K◦ := {y ∈ Rn : 〈y, x〉 ≤ 1 for all x ∈ K} .
The polar is again a convex body if the origin belongs to the interior of K, otherwise it is
an unbounded closed convex set. Polarity for anti-blocking bodies was defined in (5). It can
be rewritten as AK = (K − Rn+)◦ = K◦ ∩ Rn+. We extend the definition to all orthants by
setting AσK := σA(σK) for σ ∈ {−1, 1}n. The next result states that the class of locally
anti-blocking bodies is closed under taking polars.
Lemma 2.3. Let K ⊆ Rn be a locally anti-blocking body. Then K◦ is locally anti-blocking
with decompostion
K◦ =
⋃
σ
AσKσ .
Proof. For σ, σ′ ∈ {−1, 1}n, let E be the coordinate subspace spanned by Rnσ∩Rnσ′ . It follows
that for y ∈ Rnσ and x ∈ Rnσ′ we have 〈y, x〉 ≤ 〈y, PE(x)〉. With the anti-blocking property
for each Kσ′ , this implies
max
x∈K
〈y, x〉 = max
x∈Kσ
〈y, x〉 .
This shows that y ∈ K◦ if and only if y ∈ AσKσ, which proves the claim. 
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2.3. Decompositions. The following decompositions are the main tools for our results. The
first one was shown in [13]. Let K,K ′ ⊆ Rn+ be anti-blocking bodies. Since anti-blocking
implies locally anti-blocking, Lemma 2.2 yields that
K −K ′ = K + (−K ′) and K ∨ (−K)
are both locally anti-blocking. Let σ ∈ {−1, 1}n and let E be the coordiante subspace
spanned by Rn+ ∩ Rnσ. Then K ∩ Rnσ = PEK and (−K ′) ∩ Rnσ = PE⊥(−K) together with the
decomposition given in Lemma 2.2 yields the following fundamental decompositions.
Lemma 2.4. Let K,K ′ ⊆ Rn+ be anti-blocking convex bodies. Then
K + (−K ′) =
⋃
E∈Gcn
PEK × PE⊥(−K ′)(11)
K ∨ (−K ′) =
⋃
E∈Gcn
PEK ∨ PE⊥(−K ′) .(12)
One benefit of these decompositions is that we get the following simple formulas for (mixed)
volumes, the proofs of which are immediate by taking the volume of K ∨ λK ′ or K − λK ′
using the equations from the previous lemma, and comparing the coefficients of λi on both
sides.
Corollary 2.5. Let K,K ′ ⊆ Rn+ be anti-blocking bodies. Then
V (K[j],−K ′[n− j]) =
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
Volj(PEK) · Voln−j(PE⊥K ′)(13)
Vol(K ∨ −K ′) =
n∑
j=0
V (K[n− j],−K ′[j]) .(14)
3. Around Godbersen’s conjecture
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is immediate from the formula for the mixed volume of two anti-
bocking bodies, joined with the following Lemma proved in [31] by Rogers and Shephard.
Lemma 3.1 (Rogers–Shephard Lemma for Sections and Projections). Let K ⊆ Rn be a
convex body, and let E ⊆ Rn be a j-dimensional subspace. Then
(15) Volj (K ∩ E) ·Voln−j (PE⊥K) ≤
(
n
j
)
Voln (K) .
Moreover, equality holds if and only if for every direction v ∈ E⊥, the intersection of K with
E + R+v is obtained by taking the convex hull of K ∩ E and one more point.
There are many different proofs for Lemma 3.1. Let us include a simple one which will be
useful for us to observe.
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Proof. Given a convex body K, and a j-dimensional subspace E, use Schwartz symmetriza-
tion with respect to E to replace, for any x ∈ E⊥ the section (x+ E) ∩K with a Euclidean
ball in E of the same volume centered at x. The new body, K̂, has the same volume as K by
Fubini’s theorem, and it satisfies Vol(K∩E) = Vol(K̂∩E) and Vol(PE⊥(K)) = Vol(K̂∩E⊥).
By Brunn’s concavity principle, K̂ is convex.
Using the fact that (K̂ ∩ E) ∨ (K̂ ∩ E⊥) ⊆ K̂, and that the volume of a convex hull of two
convex sets A ⊆ E,B ⊆ E⊥ which includes the origin is simply Vol(A)Vol(B)/(n
j
)
, we end
up with
Vol(K) = Vol(K̂) ≥ 1(n
j
)Vol(K̂ ∩ E)Vol(K̂ ∩ E⊥) = 1(n
j
)Vol(K̂ ∩ E)Vol(PE⊥K̂).
The equality case is precisely when K̂ = (K̂ ∩ E) ∨ (K̂ ∩ E⊥). 
Remark 3.2. Inspecting the proof we see that when K is anti-blocking and E is a coordiante
subspace, the first step of Schwartz symmetrization is redundant, namely we may use K̂ = K
in the proof. This implies that the equality case in the Rogers–Shephard Lemma, when K is
anti-blocking, is precisely when K = (K ∩ E) ∨ (K ∩ E⊥).
The following result, joint with the aforementioned equality condition, will yield the equality
condition for Godbersen’s conjecture in the case of anti-blocking bodies.
Proposition 3.3. Let K ⊆ Rn+ be a full-dimensional anti-blocking body and 1 ≤ j < n. If
K = (K∩E)∨(K∩E⊥) for every j-dimensional coordinate subspace E, then K is a simplex.
Proof. It suffices to show that every extreme point of K is of the form µiei for i = 1, . . . , n
and µ ≥ 0. By assumption, the extreme points of K are contained in E ∪ E⊥ for every E.
Assume that p ∈ K is an extreme point such that pr > 0 and ps > 0 for some 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n.
Now choose E such that er ∈ E and es 6∈ E. Then p 6∈ E ∪ E⊥, which proves the claim. 
We are now in the position to prove Godbersen’s conjecture for anti-blocking bodies.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By equation (13), and by the fact that K is anti-blocking, we infer
V (K[j],−K[n− j]) =
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
Volj(PEK) · Voln−j(PE⊥(K))
=
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
Volj(K ∩ E) · Voln−j(PE⊥(K)),
and by Lemma 3.1 we get that
V (K[j],−K[n− j]) ≤
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
(
n
j
)
Vol(K) =
(
n
j
)
Vol(K).(16)
Inspecting the equality condition, we see that V (K[j],−K[n− j]) = (n
j
)
Vol(K) holds if and
only if Volj(K ∩E) ·Voln−j(PE⊥K) =
(
n
j
)
Voln(K) for all j-dimensional coordinate subspaces
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E. The equality condition in Lemma 3.1, explained for anti-blocking bodies in Remark 3.2,
joint with Proposition 3.3 implies that this happens if and only if K is a simplex. 
To complete this section, we would like to further investigate the quantity
Vol(K)
V (K[j],−K[n− j])
and show that it is a ‘good’ measure of symmetry for anti-blocking bodies in the sense of
Gru¨nbaum [21]. To this end we need to explain not only that it is minimal for simplices, but
that it is at most 1, and that is it maximal, namely equal to 1, only if the body is a translate
of a centrally-symmetric body. While the former is covered by Theorem 1.1, the latter is
immediate from the equality condition in one of the simpler instances of the Alexandrov-
Fenchel inequality (see [34, Page 398] and also [1, Theorem 3.1], where the equality case is
discussed in Remark 1, page 207), namely
n∏
i=1
Vol(Ki)
1/n ≤ V (K1, . . . , Kn),
with equality if and only if the bodies Ki (assumed to be full dimensional) are pair-wise
homothetic.
Within the class of anti-blocking bodies, however, the variety of translates of centrally-
symmetric bodies is quite limited, and in Proposition 3.4 we show that in the case of anti-
blocking bodies, we get equality only for axes-parallel boxes, as these are the only centrally-
symmetric (up to translation) anti-blocking bodies.
Proposition 3.4. The only anti-blocking bodies which have a center of symmetry are axes-
parallel boxes, i.e., for K ⊆ Rn+ anti-blocking,
∃x ∈ K s.t. K − x = x−K ⇐⇒ K = [0, a1]× [0, a2]× · · · × [0, an]
for some a1, . . . , an ≥ 0.
Proof. The right-hand side of the equivalence has a center of symmetry and we only have to
show the other direction. If K has a center of symmetry, then K = 2x−K. Since K ⊆ Rn+,
it follows that K ⊆ Rn+ ∩ (2x − Rn+) =
∏n
i=1[0, 2xi] =: B. On the other hand, 2x ∈ K and
the anti-blocking property implies that B ⊆ K. Hence K = B is an axes-parallel box. 
Remark 3.5. We mention that in our case, where we compute the mixed volume of two anti-
blocking bodies (K and −K), we do not need the full strength of Alexandrov’s inequality
and its equality case, and we can use the following simple argument, which illustrates once
more that the main attribute of convex anti-blocking bodies, namely that
(17) (K ∩ E) ∨ (K ∩ E⊥) ⊆ K ⊆ (K ∩ E)× (K ∩ E⊥)
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is the a crucial concept we use. Indeed, as K ⊆ PEK × PE⊥K, we may use Corollary 2.5
Equation (13) which yields
(18) V (K[j],−K[n− j]) =
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
Volj(PEK) · Voln−j(PE⊥K) ≥ Vol(K)
with equality if and only if K = PEK×PE⊥K for all coordinate subspaces E. In a statement
dual to Proposition 3.3, this can happen only if K is an axes-parallel box. More formally, in
this case for any E ∈ Gcn we have
AK = A(PEK×PE⊥K) = A(PEK)∨A(PE⊥K) = PE(AK)∨PE⊥(AK) = (AK∩E)∨(E⊥∩AK) .
By Proposition 3.3, this is the case if and only if AK is a simplex which is equivalent to K
being an axes-parallel box.
4. Near Mahler’s conjecture
Mahler’s conjecture for centrally-symmetric bodies states that for any centrally-symmetric
convex body K ⊂ Rn one has Vol(K)Vol(K◦) ≥ 4n/n! and with equality attained for the
cube, the cross-polytope, and also for all Hanner polytopes [22]. The inequality has been
proven for 1-unconditional bodies and is known as Saint-Raymond’s inequality. We prove
the inequality for locally anti-blocking bodies, along with related inequalities, in Subsection
4.1. In Subsection 4.2 we discuss another special class of convex bodies, which includes the
cube and the cross polytope, for which we provide a bound on the Mahler volume which is
close to the conjectured bound.
4.1. A mixed version of Saint-Raymond’s inequality. For the proof of Mahler’s con-
jecture for 1-unconditional bodies, Saint-Raymond proved the following beautiful inequality
for anti-blocking bodies. In this section, we prove an extension of this inequality to mixed
volumes.
The equality cases where determined by Meyer [26] and Reisner [29]. An anti-blocking
polytope P ⊂ Rn is a reduced Hanner polytope if P = [0, 1] ⊆ R or there is a coordinate
subspace E such that P ∩ E and P ∩ E⊥ are reduced Hanner and
P = (P ∩ E)× (P ∩ E⊥) or P = (P ∩ E) ∨ (P ∩ E⊥) .
Equivalently, we could say that the unconditional body
⋃
σ σP is a Hanner polytope; see [34,
Section 10.7].
Theorem 4.1 (Saint-Raymond [32]). Let K ⊆ Rn+ be a full-dimensional anti-blocking body.
Then
Vol(K) · Vol(A(K)) ≥ 1
n!
.
Equality is attained precisely for the reduced Hanner polytopes.
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The proof of Mahler’s conjecture for a 1-unconditional body K ⊆ Rn now follows from the
fact that Vol(K) = 2nVol(K ∩ Rn+) and K◦ ∩ Rn+ = A(K ∩ Rn+). With only a little more
effort, we can show that locally anti-blocking bodies also satisfy Mahler’s conjecture. The
functional version of the following result was observed by Fradelizi–Meyer [16, Remark on
p. 1451].
Corollary 4.2. Let K ⊆ Rn be a locally anti-blocking body with 0 in the interior. Then
Vol(K) · Vol(K◦) ≥ 4
n
n!
.
Equality holds precisely when each Kσ is a reduced Hanner polytope.
Proof. We recall from Lemma 2.3 that (K◦)σ = A(Kσ) and compute
Vol(K)Vol(K◦) =
∑
σ
Vol(Kσ)
∑
σ
Vol(A(Kσ))
≥
(∑
σ
√
Vol(Kσ)Vol(A(K)σ)
)2
≥
(∑
σ
1√
n!
)2
=
4n
n!
,
where the first inequality is Cauchy–Schwartz and the second is Theorem 4.1. 
Using the same tools, we proceed in proving the main result of this subsection, Theorem 1.2,
which is a version of Saint-Raymond’s inequality for mixed volumes.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We begin by proving (8). Let E ∈ Gcn,j . Then PEK ⊆ E ∼= Rj+ is an
anti-blocking body with dual AEPEK = PEAK, AE is the duality operator for anti-blocking
bodies in E. Applying Saint-Raymond’s Theorem 4.1 we get Vol(PEK)Vol(PEAK) ≥ 1/j!,
and hence
(19) Vol(PEK)Vol(PE⊥T )Vol(PEAK)Vol(PE⊥AT ) ≥
1
j!(n− j)! .
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the decomposition of Lemma 2.4, we get
V (K[j],−T [n− j])V (AK[j],−AT [n− j])
=
(n
j
)−1 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
Vol(PEK)Vol(PE⊥T )
 ·
(n
j
)−1 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
Vol(PEAK)Vol(PE⊥AT )

≥
(
n
j
)−2 ∑
E∈Gcn,j
√
Vol(PEK)Vol(PE⊥T )Vol(PEAK)Vol(PE⊥AT )
2
≥
(
n
j
)−2((
n
j
)
1√
j!
√
(n− j)!
)2
=
1
j!
1
(n− j)! ,
where the last inequality is due to (19).
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For the general case, (9), we apply the repeated Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality (see [34,
Eqn. (7.64)])
V (K1, . . . , Kn)
m ≥
m∏
i=1
V (Ki[m], Km+1, . . . , Kn)
and (8) to get
V (K1, . . . , Kj,−T1, · · · − Tn−j)j(n−j)V (AK1, . . . , AKj,−AT1, · · · − ATn−j)j(n−j)
≥
j∏
i=1
V (Ki[j],−T1, . . . ,−Tn−j)n−jV (AKi[j],−AT1, . . . ,−ATn−j)n−j
≥
j∏
i=1
n−j∏
k=1
V (Ki[j],−Tk[n− j])V (AKi[j],−ATk[n− j]) ≥
(
1
j!(n− j)!
)j(n−j)
.
Taking j(n− j)-th root on both sides we get the desired result. 
Plugging in K = T in Theorem 1.2 results in a generalized version of Saint-Raymond’s
Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.3. Let K ⊆ Rn+ be a full-dimensional anti-blocking body and 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Then
V (K[j],−K[n− j])V (AK[j],−AK[n− j]) ≥ 1
j!(n− j)! .
Remark 4.4. Inspecting the proofs above, we see that the equality case requires PEK and
PE⊥K to be reduced Hanner polytopes for every E ∈ Gcn,j. This, however, does not imply that
K is a reduced Hanner polytope. In fact, every 2-dimensional anti-blocking polytope has this
property for j = 1.
4.2. Nearly Mahler for C-bodies. Recall from the introduction that the C-body associ-
ated to convex bodies K, T ⊆ Rn is defined by
C(K, T ) := (K × {1}) ∨ (T × {−1}) ⊆ Rn+1.
The C-body construction was introduced by Rogers and Shephard in [31]. These bodies were
used in [2,3] in relation to Godbersen’s conjecture and in [13] in connection with combinatorics
of partially ordered sets. In discrete and convex geometry, the construction of C-bodies is
referred to as the Cayley construction, which captures Minkowski sums of K and T . For
−1 ≤ λ ≤ 1
(20) C(K, T ) ∩ (Rn × {λ}) = (1+λ
2
K + 1−λ
2
T )× {λ} .
The Cayley trick states if K + T =
⋃
iKi + Ti is a dissection with Ki ⊆ K and Ti ⊆ T then
C(K, T ) =
⋃
i
C(Ki, Ti)
is a dissection of C(K, T ); cf. [14] for details.
It is useful to note that the volume of a C-body can be written in terms of the mixed
volumes of its generating sets, a fact used already in [30], the proof of which is included for
completeness.
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Lemma 4.5. Let K, T ⊆ Rn+ be convex bodies. Then
Vol(C(K, T )) =
2
n + 1
n∑
j=0
V (K[j], T [n− j]) .
Proof. The proof reduces to a computation of an integral:
Voln+1(C(K, T )) =
∫ 1
−1
Voln(C(K, T ) ∩ Rn × {λ})dλ
=
∫ 1
−1
Voln(
1+λ
2
K − 1−λ
2
T )dλ
=
∫ 1
−1
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)(
1+λ
2
)j (1−λ
2
)n−j
V (K[j], T [n− j])dλ
=
2
n+ 1
n∑
j=0
V (K[j], T [n− j]). 
It was shown in [13] that polarity respects the structure of C-bodies.
Theorem 4.6 (See [13, Thm. 3.4]). Let K, T ⊆ Rn+ be full-dimensional anti-blocking bodies.
Then
C(K,−T )◦ = C(−2AT, 2AK) .
We will be mostly interested in the case C(K,−K), which we denoted by C(K). Obviously
C(K) is centrally-symmetric and Mahler’s conjecture should hold. Note that both the cube
and the cross-polytope are special cases of this type, with the base K chosen to be a cube
and a simplex, respectively.
In view of Theorem 4.6, Lemma 4.5, and Corollary 2.5, Mahler’s conjecture is equivalent to
(21) Vol(K ∨ −K)Vol(AK ∨ −AK) ≥ 2nn+ 1
n!
,
which is why our first goal is to prove Proposition 1.4.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. Using Cauchy-Schwarz together with the bounds of Theorem 1.2
we have
Vol(K ∨ −K)Vol(AK ∨ −AK) =
( n∑
j=0
V (K[j],−K[n− j])
)( n∑
j=0
V (AK[j],−AK[n− j])
)
≥
( n∑
j=0
√
V (K[j],−K[n− j])V (AK[j],−AK[n− j])
)2
≥ 1
n!
(
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)1/2)2
. 
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Remark 4.7. The above bound is clearly not tight, as(
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)1/2)2
< 2n(n+ 1),
e.g. by Cauchy-Schwartz.
Using another, perhaps simpler, route, we can show a slightly weaker bound:
Proposition 4.8. Let K ⊆ Rn+ be a full-dimensional anti-blocking body. Then
Vol(K ∨ −K)Vol(AK ∨ −AK) ≥ 2
n
n!
√
πn/2 .
Proof. Consider the locally anti-blocking body K − K ⊆ Rn and its polar (K − K)◦ =
AK ∨ −AK. We know by Lemma 4.5 that
Vol(K −K) =
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
V (K[j],−K[n− j]) and
Vol(AK ∨ −AK) =
n∑
j=0
V (AK[j],−AK[n− j]) .
From Corollary 4.2 we get that( n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
V (K[j],−K[n− j])
)( n∑
j=0
V (AK[j],−AK[n− j])
)
≥ 4
n
n!
.
We may use the crude bound
(
n
j
) ≤ ( n
[n/2]
)
to get( n∑
j=0
V (K[j],−K[n− j])
)( n∑
j=0
V (AK[j],−AK[n− j])
)
≥ 2
n(
n
[n/2]
) 2n
n!
≥
√
πn/2
2n
n!
where we bound the central binomial coefficient using standard bounds, see e.g. [11]. 
Summarizing, we have proved Proposition 1.4, which paired with Lemma 4.5 and Theorem
4.6 gives the desired bound for the volume product of C(K) and C(K)◦. Before moving to
the proof, let us discuss the bodies Cλ(K).
For two convex bodies K, T ⊆ Rn one may construct a family of convex bodies
Cλ(K,−T ) := conv(K × {λ} ∪ −T × {−λ} ∪ [−en+1, en+1]) ⊂ Rn+1 ,
for −1 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
This family is in fact a “system of moving shadows” in direction en+1, as defined and studied
in [36] by Shephard. Let K ⊆ Rn be a convex body and θ ∈ Rn. A shadow system in
direction θ is the one-parameter family of convex bodies defined by Kt := conv{x+ α(x)tθ :
x ∈ K}, where α is a bounded function on K.
Theorem 4.9 (Shephard [36]). Let K(i) ⊆ Rn be convex bodies for i = 1, . . . , n. Then the
function t 7→ V (K(1)t , . . . , K(n)t ) is convex.
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Corollary 4.10. Let K, T ⊆ Rn be two anti-blocking bodies. Then for all −1 ≤ λ ≤ 1
Vol(Cλ(K,−T )) = Vol(C(K,−T )) .
Proof. Since Cλ(K,−T ) is a shadow system, the claim follows from Theorem 4.9 together
with the fact that Vol(C1(K,−T )) = Vol(C0(K,−T )) = Vol(C−1(K,−T )). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It is shown in [12], that 1/Vol(Kλ) is a convex function of λ when Kλ
is a shadow system. Hence, together with Corollary 4.10 we have
Vol(Cλ(K,−T ))Vol(Cλ(K,−T )◦) ≥ Vol(C1(K,−T ))Vol(C1(K,−T )◦)
Thus, it is enough to prove the lower bound for λ = 1, namely for the body C(K) itself. We
see that
Vol(C(K))Vol(C(K)◦) = 2nVol(C(K))Vol(C(AK))
=
2n+2
(n + 1)2
(
n∑
j=0
V (K[j],−K[n− j])
)(
n∑
j=0
V (AK[j],−AK[n − j])
)
.
where the first equality is by Theorem 4.6 and the second by Lemma 4.5. Using Corollary
2.5 we may rewrite this as
Vol(C(K))Vol(C(K)◦) =
2n+2
(n+ 1)2
Vol(K ∨ −K)Vol(AK ∨ −AK).
From Proposition 1.4 we obtain the lower bound
Vol(C(K))Vol(C(K)◦) ≥ 2
n+2
(n+ 1)2
1
n!
(
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)1/2)2
.
A trivial lower bound on the right hand side is 1
n+1
· 4n+1/(n + 1)!. With some more work
one may use approximations of binomial coefficients to arrive at the bound
Vol(C(K))Vol(C(K)◦) ≥
√
2πn
n+ 1
· 4
n+1
(n+ 1)!
.
Alternatively, one may use Proposition 4.8 instead, and get a bound of the same order in n,
with slightly worse numerical constants. 
5. A lower bound on mixed volumes
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.5, which is in spirit a bound on mixed volumes of
anti-blocking bodies in the opposite direction to the bound in Godbersen’s conjecture. As
we explain in Section 3, the lower bound Vol(K) = V (K, . . . , K) ≤ V (K[j],−K[n − j]) is
true for any convex body K. When −K is replaced by −T , the same method produces the
lower bound Vol(K)j/nVol(T )(n−j)/n ≤ V (K[j],−T [n − j]). It turns out that when K and
T are anti-blocking bodies, a much stronger lower bound is available, and we will show, as
claimed in Theorem 1.5, that in such a case
V (K[j], T [n− j]) ≤ V (K[j],−T [n− j]).
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With this in hand, one gets, using the decomposition of mixed volumes, the second part of
Theorem 1.5, namely
Theorem 5.1. For two anti-blocking bodies K, T ⊆ Rn it holds that
(22) Vol(K + T ) ≤ Vol(K − T ).
Theorem 5.1 turns out to have an independent simple proof relying on the Reverse Kleitman
inequality, which we first describe. The following theorem of Bolloba´s, Leader and Radcliffe
was given in [8].
Theorem 5.2 (Reverse Kleitman inequality for order-convex bodies). Given an order-convex
body L ⊆ Rn,
Vol(∆(L)) ≤ Vol(L) ,
where ∆(L) = (L− L) ∩ Rn+.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Given two anti-blocking bodiesK, T ⊆ Rn+, we set L = K−T , which is
locally anti-blocking. Applying Lemma 2.4, we get that Vol(L) =
∑
E∈Gcn
Vol(PEK)Vol(PE⊥T ).
Again by Lemma 2.2
L− L =
⋃
σ
Lσ + (−L)σ.
Since As L(+,··· ,+) = K and (−L)(+,··· ,+) = L(−,··· ,−) = T , the former decomposition gives
∆(L) = K + T . Since L is order-convex, we may apply Theorem 5.2 to conclude
Vol(K + T ) = ∆(L) ≤ Vol(L) =
∑
E∈Gcn
Vol(PEK)Vol(PE⊥T ) = Vol(K − T ) . 
Theorem 5.1 can be rewritten as
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
V (K[j], T [n− j]) ≤
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
V (K[j],−T [n− j]),
and with this in hand it is natural to inquire whether the term-by-term inequality holds.
Theorem 1.5 claims this to be true (and will also provide a second proof for Theorem 5.1)
and we proceed with a lemma necessary for its proof.
Lemma 5.3. Let K, T ⊆ Rn be two convex bodies and let H be a hyperplane such that
PHK = K ∩H and PHT = T ∩H. Let SHK,SHT be the Steiner symmetral of K and T with
respect to H. Then
V (SHK[j], SHT [n− j]) ≤ V (K[j], T [n− j]) .
Proof. We may assume that H = {x : xn = 0}. Let K ′ := PHK and for x ∈ K ′, let
αK(x) := max{a ≥ 0 : (x, a) ∈ K}. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 define
StHK := {x− αK(x)ten : x ∈ K} = {(x, xn) ∈ K ′ × R : −tαK(x) ≤ xn ≤ (1− t)αK(x)} .
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This is a convex body and StHK is a shadow system. Note that SHK = S
1/2
H K and S
1
HK
is the reflection of K in the hyperplane H . Applied to T , this yields a shadow system
(StHK[j], S
t
HT [n− j]) and by Theorem 4.9, we get
V (SHK[j], SHT [n− j]) = V (S1/2H K[j], S1/2H T [n− j])
≤ 1
2
V (S0HK[j], S
0
HT [n− j]) + 12V (S1HK[j], S1HT [n− j])
= V (K[j], T [n− j]) . 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. For an anti-blocking bodyK ⊆ Rn+, denote the associated 1-unconditional
body by
K̂ =
⋃
σ∈{−1,1}n
σK .
By Lemma 2.2, we have that
Vol(K̂ + T̂ ) =
∑
σ
Vol(Kσ + Tσ) =
∑
σ
Vol(K + T )
and thus
V (K[j], T [n− j]) = 1
2n
V (K̂[j], T̂ [n− j]) = V (1
2
K̂[j], 1
2
T̂ [n− j]).
Hence, it will suffice to show that
(23) V (1
2
K̂[j], 1
2
T̂ [n− j]) ≤ V (K[j],−T [n− j]) .
Let Hi = {x ∈ Rn : xi = 0} for i = 1, . . . , n. Then K and T have the property that
PHiK = K ∩Hi for all i = 1, . . . , n. Hence, we can repeatedly apply Lemma 5.3 to get
V (SH1SH2 . . . SHnK[j], SH1SH2 . . . SHnT [n− j]) ≤ V (K[j],−T [n− j]) .
Note that 1
2
K ⊆ SH1SH2 . . . SHnK and since SH1SH2 . . . SHnK is symmetric with respect to
reflections in all coordinate hyperplanes Hi, we get that
1
2
K̂ ⊆ SH1SH2 . . . SHnK and, in fact,
equality. Appealing to the monotonicity of mixed volumes then completes the proof. 
6. Applications to partially ordered sets
In this section, we collect some of the combinatorial consequences derived from our geometric
constructions.
Recall that a finite poset is a pair P = (V,) where V is finite and  is a reflexive,
anti-symmetric, and transitive binary relation on V . A linear extension is a bijection
ℓ : V → [n] := {1, . . . , n} with n = |V | so that a ≺ b implies ℓ(a) < ℓ(b) for all a, b ∈ V .
The number e(P ) of linear extensions of P is an important enumerative invariant in the
combinatorial theory of posets.
It turns out [37, 38] that the number of linear extensions of P only depends on its compa-
rability graph G(P ), that is, the undirected graph on nodes V with edges uv for u ≺ v or
v ≺ u. Comparability graphs as well as co-comparability graphs G(P ) = (V, {uv : u 6
v, v 6 u}) are well-studied. Co-comparability graphs belong to the class of string graphs
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and they contain all interval graphs. Those posets whose co-comparability graphs are also
comparability graphs are characterized as follows: Let Sn be the permutations on [n]. For
π ∈ Sn define the poset Ppi = ([n],pi) with
a ≺pi b :⇐⇒ a < b and πa < πb .
It is easy to see that G(Ppi) = G(Ppi) where π := n + 1 − πa The posets Ppi are called
two-dimensional and Trotter [39] showed G(P ) is a comparability graph if and only if P
is isomorphic to a two-dimensional poset.
Sidorenko [37] studied the relation between e(Ppi) and e(Ppi) and proved the following inequal-
ity. To describe the theorem with its equality cases we need one more definition. Suppose
P and Q are posets on disjoint ground sets. Then P ∪ Q is given a partial order by either
making elements from P and Q incomparable or setting p ≺ q for all p ∈ P and q ∈ Q. The
former is called the parallel composition while the latter is called the series composition.
A poset is called series-parallel if it has a single elements or if it is the series or parallel
composition of series-parallel posets.
Theorem 6.1 (Sidorenko [37]). For any π ∈ Sn
e(Ppi) · e(Ppi) ≥ n! .
Equality is attained precisely when Ppi is series-parallel.
Bolloba´s, Brightwell, Sidorenko [9], in addition to giving a simple geometric proof of The-
orem 6.1 (see below), gave the following interpretation: Consider the uniform probability
distribution on Sn. For π ∈ Sn, let Xpi be the random variable that is = 1 for linear exten-
sions of Ppi. That is, P(Xpi) =
e(Ppi)
n!
. The identity permutation is the unique permutation that
is simultaneously a linear extension of Ppi and Ppi, which shows P(Xpi∧Xpi) = 1n! . Theorem 6.1
then states that the pair Xpi, Xpi is negatively correlated :
P(Xpi ∧Xpi) ≤ P(Xpi) · P(Xpi) .
In the following, we will generalize Sidorenko’s inequality.
For 0 ≤ j ≤ n and a permutation τ ∈ Sn set J := τ−1([j]). We define Ljτ : J → {1, . . . , j}
to be the restriction of τ to J and Rjτ : J
c → {1, . . . , n−j} by Rjτ(a) := τ(a)−j. A double
poset is a pair of posets (P,Q) on the same ground set [n]. Double posets were introduced
by Malvenuto and Reutenauer [25] and studied from a geometric point of view in [13]. For a
subset J ⊆ [n] we denote by P |J the restriction of the partial order P to J .
Now, for a double poset (P,Q) and 0 ≤ j ≤ n, we define ej(P,Q) to be the number of
permutations τ ∈ Sn such that Ljτ is a linear extension for P |J and Rjτ is a linear extension
for Q|Jc.
Theorem 6.2 (Mixed Sidorenko inequality). Let π, σ ∈ Sn and 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Then
ej(Ppi, Pσ) · ej(Ppi, Pσ) ≥ n!
(
n
j
)
.
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For j = 0 this is exactly Theorem 6.1.
Before we give the proof, let us recast this into probabilistic terms. For π, σ ∈ Sn, let us
write Xpi,σ for the random variable that is one on all permutations τ such that Ljτ is a linear
extension for Ppi|J and Rjτ is a linear extension for Pσ|Jc .
Corollary 6.3. For every π, σ ∈ Sn, the pair Xpi,σ, Xpi,σ is negatively correlated.
Proof. Observe that for fixed 0 ≤ j ≤ n, there is a bijection between Sn and the set of triples
(J, L,R) where J ⊆ [n] with |J | = j and L : J → [j] and R : Jc → [n − j] are bijections.
Hence
ej(P,Q) =
∑
J
e(P |J) · e(Q|Jc) ,
where the sum is over all subsets J ⊆ [n] of cardinality j. In particular
P(Xpi,σ) =
(
n
j
)−1∑
J
e(Ppi|J)
j!
e(Pσ|Jc)
(n− j)! =
ej(P,Q)
n!
.
It is easy to see that the number of τ ∈ Sn such that (Ljτ, Rjτ) is a pair of linear extensions
for (Ppi, Pσ) and (Ppi, Pσ) is
(
n
j
)
and hence
P(Xpi,σ ∧Xpi,σ) =
(
n
j
)
n!
=
1
j!(n− j)! .
The claim now follows from Theorem 6.2. 
For the proof of Theorem 6.2, recall from [38] that the chain polytope C(P ) associated to
a poset P = ([n],) is the anti-blocking polytope given by points x ∈ Rn+ with
(24) xa1 + xa2 + · · ·+ xak ≤ 1 for all chains a1 ≺ a2 ≺ · · · ≺ ak .
It was shown in [38] that Voln(C(P )) = e(P )n! and used in [9] to prove Theorem 6.1 as follows.
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. A set S ⊆ V is stable if there is no pair of nodes
u, v ∈ S with uv ∈ E. We write 1S ∈ {0, 1}V for the characteristic vector of a set S ⊆ V .
The stable set polytope of G is the anti-blocking polytope
SG := conv(1S : S ⊆ V stable) .
It is not difficult to verify that C(P ) = SG(P ). Comparability graphs are perfect graphs and
for perfect graphs G Lova´sz [24] showed that the anti-blocking dual is
ASG = SG ,
where G = (V, {uv : uv 6∈ E}) is the complement graph of G. Saint-Raymond’s inequal-
ity (6) now yields
e(Ppi)
n!
· e(Ppi)
n!
= VolC(Ppi) · VolAC(Ppi) ≥ 1
n!
.
The equality cases follow from the observation that C(P ) is a reduced Hanner polytope if
and only if P is series-parallel.
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Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let P = ([n],) be a poset and J ⊆ [n]. For the coordinate subspace
E = {x ∈ Rn : xi = 0 for i 6∈ J}, it follows from (24) that
PEC(P ) = C(P ) ∩ E = C(P |J) .
Let (P,Q) be a double poset. From Lemma 2.4, we get that for 0 ≤ j ≤ n
V (C(P )[j],−C(Q)[n− j]) =
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
|J |=j
VolC(P |J)VolC(Q|Jc)
=
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
|J |=j
e(P |J)
j!
e(Q|Jc)
(n− j)! =
ej(P,Q)
n!
.
Theorem 1.2(8) now yields
ej(Ppi, Pσ)
n!
· ej(Ppi, Pσ)
n!
= V (C(Ppi)[j], C(Pσ)[n−j])·V (AC(Ppi)[j], C(APσ)[n−j]) ≥ 1
j!(n− j)! .

We can make more good use of the fact that ej(P,Q) can be interpreted as a mixed volume.
Theorem 6.4. Let (P,Q) be a double poset on n elements. Then the sequence
e0(P,Q), e1(P,Q), . . . , en(P,Q)
is log-concave.
Proof. The claim follows from the fact that V (C(P )[j],−C(Q)[n − j]) = ej(P,Q)
n!
and the
Alexandrov–Fenchel inequality. 
Note that if Q = Cn is a chain, then ej(P,Cn) =
∑
J e(P |J) where the sum is over subsets
of size j. If Q = An is an anti-chain, then ej(P,An) = (n− j)!ej(P,Cn). Other inequalities
can be derived from, for example, Minkowski’s first inequality on mixed volumes to get
isoperimetric type inequalities on ej(P,Q).
Notice that the sequence ej(P ) := ej(P, P ) is log-concave and palindromic, that is, ei(P ) =
en−i(P ) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Let us briefly remark that the associated polynomial
E(P, t) :=
n∑
j=0
ej(P )t
j
is not real-rooted, as is evident for an n-anti-chain P = An with E(An, t) = n!(1+t+· · ·+tn).
This example also shows E(P, t) is also not γ-positive; cf. [5].
Finally, we can also derive lower and upper bounds from our geometric considerations using
the validity of Godberson’s conjecture for anti-blocking polytopes (Theorem 1.1) and (18).
However, these bounds can also be derived from simple combinatorial considerations.
Corollary 6.5. Let P be a poset on n elements. Then
e(P ) ≤ ej(P ) ≤
(
n
j
)
e(P ) .
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for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n. The lower and upper bound is attained with equality precisely when P is
an anti-chain and chain, respectively.
Let us briefly remark on a different perspective on Sidorenko’s inequality. Theweak (Bruhat)
order on Sn is given by
σ ≤wo π ⇐⇒ I(σ) ⊆ I(π) ,
where I(π) := {(πi, πj) : i < j, πi > πj} is the inversion set of π. The minimum and
maximum of Sn with respect to the weak order are given by 0ˆ = (1, 2, . . . , n) and 1ˆ =
(n, n− 1, . . . , 1). We write [σ, π]wo for the interval between σ and π. Bjo¨rner and Wachs [6]
proved the following relation between the weak order and two-dimensional posets.
Proposition 6.6. Let π, σ ∈ Sn. Then σ is a linear extension of Ppi if and only if σ ≤wo π.
In particular, e(Ppi) = #[0ˆ, π]wo.
Sidorenko’s inequality (Theorem 6.1) is thus equivalent to
Corollary 6.7. For every π ∈ Sn, we have
#[0ˆ, π]wo ·#[π, 1ˆ]wo ≥ n! .
There has been considerable interest in refined versions of this inequality; see, for example,
[27, 40] and, in particular, [19]. It would be very interesting to find an interpretation of
Theorem 6.2 in this setting.
7. C-anti-blocking bodies and decompositions
Anti-blocking bodies are defined relative to the cone Rn+. In this section, we develop anti-
blocking bodies for other cones C and we show that analogous decompostion results hold.
The section is self-contained and may be read independently of the rest of the paper.
7.1. C-anti-blocking bodies. Let C ⊆ Rn be a full-dimensional and pointed polyhedral
convex cone. The polar cone of C is
C∨ := {y ∈ Rn : 〈y, x〉 ≥ 0 for all x ∈ C} ,
which is again full-dimensional and pointed. We denote by  the partial order on Rn induced
by the dual cone: for x, y ∈ Rn we set x  y if y − x ∈ C∨. A convex body K ⊆ C is called
C-anti-blocking if for every y ∈ K and x ∈ C
x  y =⇒ x ∈ K .
If C = Rn+, then C
∨ = C and Rn+-anti-blocking bodies are exactly the usual (full-dimensional)
anti-blocking bodies. In this subsection, we develop the basics of C-anti-blocking bodies
analogous to the treatment in [35]. Although our results hold in greater generality, we make
the simplifying assumption that C ⊆ C∨ throughout.
For any compact set U ⊆ C
{U}↓C := C ∩ (conv(U)− C∨)
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is a C-anti-blocking body. In particular, if K is C-anti-blocking with extreme points V , let
maxC∨(V ) ⊆ V be the points maximal with respect to . Then K = {maxC∨(V )}↓C .
Proposition 7.1. The class of C-anti-blocking bodies is closed under intersection, convex
hull, and Minkowski sums.
We call K proper if for every c ∈ C there is µ > 0 such that µc ∈ K.
Proposition 7.2. Let K ⊆ C be a convex body. Then K is a proper C-anti-blocking body if
and only if there is a compact W ⊆ C not contained in a face of C with
K = {x ∈ C : 〈w, x〉 ≤ 1 for w ∈ W} .
Proof. To prove sufficency, first observe thatK is bounded. Indeed, ifW ⊆ C is not contained
in a face, then there is c ∈ conv(W ) that is contained in the interior of C Since C ⊆ C∨, this
means that {x ∈ C : 〈c, x〉 ≤ 1} is bounded and contains K.
Now, if y ∈ K and x  y, there is c ∈ C∨ with y = x+ c. Hence
〈w, x〉 = 〈w, y〉 − 〈w, c〉 ≤ 1,
as w ∈ C by assumption. For every c ∈ C, there is ǫ > 0 such that 〈w, ǫc〉 < 1 for all w ∈ W .
This shows that K is a proper C-anti-blocking body. Finally, for every c ∈ C, there is ǫ > 0
such that 〈w, ǫc〉 < 1 for all w ∈ W . This shows that K is a proper C-anti-blocking body.
To prove necessity, assume K is properly C-anti-blocking. For every point p ∈ ∂K, there is
a hyperplane H = {x : 〈w, x〉 = δ} supporting K at p. Assume that K ⊆ {x : 〈w, x〉 ≤ δ}.
If p ∈ ∂C, then, since K is proper, H supports C and we are done. If p ∈ ∂K \ ∂C, then we
may assume δ = 1. Now p is contained in the interior of C ⊆ C∨. Thus, for every c ∈ C∨
there is ǫ > 0 such that p− ǫc ∈ K. Hence 1 ≥ 〈w, p− ǫc〉 = 1− ǫ〈w, c〉, which implies that
〈w, c〉 ≥ 0. Thus w ∈ (C∨)∨ = C. 
Proposition 7.2 hints at a duality theory for C-anti-blocking bodies akin to that of the usual
anti-blocking bodies. Define
ACK := {y ∈ C : 〈x, y〉 ≤ 1 for all x ∈ K} = K◦ ∩ C .
Lemma 7.3. Let
K = {U}↓C = {x ∈ C : 〈w, x〉 ≤ 1 for w ∈ W}
be a proper C-anti-blocking body with U,W ⊆ C. Then
ACK = {W}↓C = {x ∈ C : 〈u, x〉 ≤ 1 for u ∈ U}
is also a C-anti-blocking body. In particular ACACK = K for any C-anti-blocking body K.
Proof. If K = conv(V ), then ACK = {y ∈ C : 〈y, v〉 ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V }. For u, v ∈ C and
w ∈ C ⊆ C∨, it holds that if v  u, then 〈w, u〉 ≤ 1 implies 〈w, v〉 ≤ 1. Hence, we may
replace V with any superset of maxC(V ) such as U . Proposition 7.2 now shows that ACK is
C-anti-blocking.
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Since W ⊆ C, it follows that {W}↓C ⊆ ACK. For the reverse inclusion, we note that every
w ∈ ACK is of the form w =
∑
i µiwi− c with c ∈ C∨, wi ∈ W ,
∑
i µi ≤ 1 and µi ≥ 0 for all
i. That is, w ∈ C ∩ (conv(W )− C∨) = {W}↓C . 
It would be very interesting to prove an upper bound on the volume product
VolK · VolACK .
In order to adapt Meyer’s proof of Saint-Raymond’s inequality, we would need that K ∩ F
is F -anti-blocking for any inclusion-maximal face F ⊂ C. This, however, is the case if and
only if the orthogonal projection of C onto the linear subspace spanned by F is precisely F .
This rare property only holds for certain linear images of Rn+.
7.2. Decompositions. The results of Lemma 2.4 turn out to hold in the much greater
generality of C-anti-blocking bodies. For a cone C and a face F ⊆ C, let us denote by
F ⋄ = {c ∈ C∨ : 〈c, x〉 = 0 for all x ∈ F} ⊆ C∨ the conjugate face. If K is C-anti-blocking,
then define KF := K ∩ F .
Theorem 7.4. Let C be a full-dimensional and pointed polyhedral cone. Let K ⊆ Rn be
C-anti-blocking and L ⊆ Rn be C∨-anti-blocking. Then
K + (−L) =
⋃
F⊆C
KF × (−LF ⋄) and K ∨ (−L) =
⋃
F⊆C
KF ∨ (−LF ⋄) .
are dissections. In particular,
V (K[j],−L[n− j]) =
(
n
j
)−1 ∑
dimF=j
Volj(KF ) · Voln−j(LF ⋄)
Vol(K ∨ −L) =
n∑
j=0
V (K[j],−L[n− j]) .
We start by recalling the following result. For a closed convex set F ⊆ Rn, let us write
πF : R
n → F for the nearest point map.
Lemma 7.5. Let C ⊆ Rn be a polyhedral cone. Then
R
n =
⋃
F
F + (−F ⋄)
where the union is over all faces F ⊆ C. Moreover, for distinct faces F,G ⊆ C, (F − F ⋄) ∩
(G−G⋄) is a face of both.
Proof. For p ∈ Rn let r = πC(p) be the closest point in C. That is, r is the unique minimizer
of x 7→ ‖p − x‖2 over C. It follows that this is the case if and only if 〈r − p, x〉 ≥ 0 for all
x ∈ C. That is, r − p ∈ C∨. In particular, if r is in the relative interior of the face F , then
r − p ∈ F ⋄. This yields the decomposition. 
Corollary 7.6. Let C ⊆ Rn be a full-dimensional cone, p ∈ Rn, and r ∈ C. Then r = πC(p)
if and only if r − p ∈ C∨ with 〈r − p, r〉 = 0.
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For a C-anti-blocking body K, let us write
K̂ = {x ∈ Rn : 〈w, x〉 ≤ 1 for w ∈ W} ,
where the W ⊆ C is by Proposition 7.2.
Lemma 7.7. Let K ⊆ Rn be a C-anti-blocking body and p ∈ K̂. Then πK(p) = πC(p).
Proof. Let r = πK(p). Since the segment [p, r] meets K only in r, it follows that r ∈ ∂C.
Thus the hyperplane H = {x : 〈r − p, x〉 = 〈r − p, r〉} supports C and r ∈ H ∩ C. This
implies r − p ∈ C∨ and 〈r − p, r〉 = 0 and hence r = πC(p) by Corollary 7.6. 
Proof of Theorem 7.4. For p ∈ K − L, let F ⊆ C be the face containing r in the relative
interior. Lemma 7.5 states that p ∈ F − F ⋄ and we claim that p ∈ KF − LF ⋄.
It suffices to show r ∈ K and s := p− r ∈ −L. This follows from Lemma 7.7 once we verify
K − L ⊆ K̂ ∩ (−L̂). Since L ⊆ C∨ and K̂ is defined in terms of w ∈ W ⊆ C, we have
〈w, r − s〉 = 〈w, r〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1
−〈w, s〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
≤ 1 .
This shows P −Q ⊆ P̂ and the argument for Q̂ is analogous.
The proof of the decomposition for K ∨ (−L) is the same as in Lemma 2.2: It follows from
the fact that K ∨ (−L) is covered by the sets λK + (1− λ)(−L) for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
As for the (mixed) volume computations, observe that λK − µL for λ, µ > 0 is decomposed
by λKF − µLF ⋄ for F ⊆ C. Since F and F ⋄ lie in orthogonal subspaces, it follows that
Vol(λKF −µLF ⋄) = λdimFµn−dimFVol(KF )Vol(LF ⋄). Collecting coefficients of Vol(λK−µL)
yields the volume formulas. 
As a corollary to the proof, we note the following.
Corollary 7.8. Let P be C-antiblocking and let Q be C∨-antiblocking. Then
P −Q = P̂ ∩ (−Q̂) .
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